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Abstract
We start with the discussion on misapplication of classical probability theory by Feynman in his analysis of the two slit experiment (by
following the critical argumentation of Koopman, Ballentine, and the
author of this paper). The seed of Feynman’s conclusion on the impossibility to apply the classical probabilistic description for the two
slit experiment is treatment of conditional probabilities corresponding to different experimental contexts as unconditional ones. Then we
move to the Bell type inequalities. Bell applied classical probability
theory in the same manner as Feynman and, as can be expected, he
also obtained the impossibility statement. In contrast to Feynman,
he formulated his no-go statement not in the probabilistic terms, but
by appealing to nonlocality. This note can be considered as a part
of the author’s attempts for getting rid off nonlocality from quantum
physics.
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Introduction

Nowadays quantum nonlocality which was highlighted by Bell [1] (see
also, e.g., [2]–[6]) is the basic component of modern quantum physics
(in contrast to “good old quantum physics” of Planck, Einstein, Bohr,
Heisenberg, Pauli, Fock, Landau, Blohintzev etc.). However, this nonlocality is apparent and appeal to it in the foundational discussions is
really misleading.
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Since 1990-s, I tried to get rid off nonlocality from quantum physics.
Initially the purely probabilistic reasoning was used - to show that Bell
misapplied of the classical probability theory (CP) in his derivation
of the famous inequality (e.g., [7] – [9]; see also Kupczynski [10]).
Recently I directly appealed to the formalism of quantum theory by
coupling the Bell type inequalities with incompatibility of quantum
observables [11]–[15] (see also Boughn [16]).
This paper is coupled to my previous works on CP-misapplication
in Bell’s argumentation, especially to recent papers [17, 18], where the
role of conditional probability (defined classically with the Bayes formula) was highlighted. The starting point is the critique of Feynman’s
probabilistic analysis of the two slit experiment [19, 20]. Feynman
tried to apply CP to model the experimental output (as well as the
prediction by quantum theory) of the two slit experiment. However,
he misapplied CP by treating conditional probabilities corresponding
to variety of experimental contexts as unconditional so to say absolute
probabilities. This led him to the conclusion on incompatibility of CP
with quantum theory and experiment. This problem in Feynman’s
probabilistic reasoning is well known for experts (see e.g. Koopman
[21], Ballentine [22], and Khrennikov [7, 9, 23]) and this is the good
time to recall about it.
Later Feynman-like reasoning was used by Bell. We analyze parallelism of Feynman and Bell reasoning generating the apparent contradiction between CP and quantum physics. We point that, in contrast
to Feynman, Bell overshadowed this conclusion by nonlocality issue.

2

Classical probability theory

CP was mathematically formalized by Kolmogorov [24] (1933). This
is the calculus of probability measures, non-negative weight P (A) is
assigned to any event A; here 0 ≤ P (A) ≤ 1.
The main property of CP is its additivity: if two events A1 , A2 are
disjoint, then the probability of disjunction of these events equals to
the sum of probabilities:
P (A1 ∨ A2 ) = P (A1 ) + P (A2 ).

(1)

To make theory mathematically interesting, condition of additivity is
extended to countable-additivity.
By using Bayes’ formula
P (A|C) = P (A|C)/P (C),
there is introduced the conditional probability P (A|C) : the probability that event A would happen under the condition that event C was
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happened. We are interested in the situation that event C is selection
of a complex of experimental conditions, context C. The conditional
probability A → PC (A) ≡ P (A|C) is also a probability measure; hence
it is also additive:
P (A1 ∨ A2 |C) = P (A1 |C) + P (A2 |C),

(2)

for disjoint events.
Consider now a random variable which represents some observable
O, then, for each value α, and any two disjoint events C1 and C2 , we
have, for event C12 = C1 ∨ C2 ,
P ((O = α) ∧ C12 ) = P ((O = α) ∧ C1 ) + P ((O = α) ∧ C2 ).

(3)

However, generally
P (O = α|C12 ) = P (O = α|C1 ∨ C2 ) 6= P (O = α|C1 ) + P (O = α|C2 ).
(4)
So, the calculus of conditional probabilities differs from calculus of
”‘absolute probabilities”.

3 Probabilistic analysis of the two slit
experiment: Feynman versus Koopman,
Ballentine, Khrennikov
Here we follow Ballentine [22] (see also Koopman [21] and Khrennikov
[7, 9, 23]). The two slit experiment can be described as follows. There
is a source, a screen with two slits (labeled s1 and s2) in it, and a
detector. The detector can be moved to measure the particle count
rate at various positions. In this way, an experiment can measure the
probability of a particle passing through the slit system and arriving
at the point, x. Consider the experimental context C1 such that only
slit s1 is open; the probability of detection at point x is denoted by P1 .
(Point x is fixed, so we omit it form notation.) Consider also another
experimental context C2 such that only slit s2 is open; the probability
of detection at point x is denoted by P2 . Finally, consider the experimental context C12 such that both slits are open, the probability of
detection is P12 .
We note that passage of a particle through slit s1 and passage
through slit s2 are certainly exclusive events. Hence events of passing
through C1 and C2 are disjoint and event C12 of passing either through
C1 or C2 , when both slits are open, is disjunction of these events.
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Hence, one might expect (as Feynman did [19, 20]) from additivity
of probability (1) and concretely from (3), that P12 should be equal to
P1 + P2 . But, as is well known, the experiment statistical data shows
that this is not true. Hence, it might be concluded that of probability
theory does not hold in quantum mechanics.
Ballentine pointed out [22]: “In fact, the above argument draws
its radical conclusion from an incorrect application of probability theory.” He had in mind that Feynman misleadingly appealed to the
formula (1), instead of (4). To make this issue clearer, we introduce
the observable O ≡ Ox representing the clicks of a detector located
at the point x and yielding the values 0 (no click) and 1 (click). In
this notation, Pi ≡ Pi (O = +1) and 1 − Pi = Pi (O = 0), as well as
P12 ≡ P12 (O = +1), 1 − P12 = P12 (O = 0). Feynman’s probability
fallacy can be written as
P12 (O = α) 6= P1 (O = α) + P2 (O = α), α = 0, 1.

(5)

But, in the CP-framework there is no reason to expect that
P (O = α|C12 ) = P (O = α|C1 ) + P2 (O = α|C2 ), α = 0, 1.
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(6)

Feynman-like reasoning of Bell

The Bell experiment can be described as follows. There is a source
of pairs of particles and two polarization beam splitters (PBSs) with
orientations θ = (θA , θB ); each PBS is coupled to a pair of detectors, DA (±), DB (±). Pairing of detector’s outputs for Alice and Bob
can be represented as observable O taking vector-values (α, β), where
α, β = ±1. Now to create the CHSH-combination of correlations, experimenter has to consider four experimental contexts, corresponding to selection of two Alice’s angles θA1 , θA2 and two Bob’s angles
θB1 , θB2 . We denote the corresponding contexts as Cij , i, j = 1, 2.
Then correlations are combined of probabilities P (O = (α, β)|Cij ).
We have

X
CHSH =
σij [P (O = (+1, +1)|Cij ) + P (O = (−1, −1)|Cij )]
i,j=1,2

(7)

−[P (O = (+1, −1)|Cij ) + P (O = (−1, +1)|Cij )] ,
where just one of σij equals -1, others equal +1. This consistent
context-referring of probabilities prevents derivation of the CHSH inequality,
|CHSH| ≤ 2.
(8)
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Therefore it is not surprising that it is violated for the experimental
data.
In fact, this is the same probability fallacy - mixing of conditional
and unconditional probabilities. To derive (8), one has to consider
unconditional probabilities and the corresponding CHSH-combination
of correlations.

5

Concluding remarks

The violation of the Bell inequality is the hottest topic of the modern
foundational debates. They are characterized by the diversity of the
mutually contradicting interpretations. In this paper I presented the
following interpretation:
Bell as well as Feynman “simply” confused conditional and unconditional probabilities. In this way, they found that CP (and hence
classical physics which is based on CP) contradicts to quantum theory.
In contrast to Feynman, Bell did not formalize his conclusion in the
purely probabilistic terms. This led him to coupling the purely probabilistic interplay between conditional and unconditional probabilities
to the issue of nonlocality.
In short, this interpretation can be formulated as follows:
In the framework of multi-contextual experiment (as the Bell type
experiments: 4 different contexts for the CHSH test), generally there
is no Bell inequality, so there is nothing to violate.
Hence, Bell’s appealing to quantum nonlocality is misleading.
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